A PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL, NONINVASIVE, NONPHARMACEUTICAL, IN VIVO METHOD FOR RAPID NEUTRALIZATION OF HIV VIRUS IN HUMAN SUBJECTS


In a remarkable discovery at Albert Einstein College of Medicine, NYC in 1990, it was shown that a minute current (50 to 100 micro amperes) can alter outer protein layers of HIV virus in a petri dish so as to prevent its later attachment to receptor sites, (Science News, March 30,1991 pg. 207.) It may also reverse Epstein-Barr (chronic fatigue syndrome), hepatitis, and herpes B. HIV-positive users of this enclosed information may expect a NEGATIVE PCR test (no more HIV detectable in blood) after 30 days. This is reminiscent of a well proven cure for snakebite by application of electric current that instantly neutralizes the venom's toxicity. (Lancet, July 26, 1986, pg. 229.) And there may be several other as yet undiscovered or untested viruses neutralizable with this discovery; perhaps more surprisingly, even the common cold.

This very simple and valid blood clearing treatment offered great promise as a positive method for immobilizing known strains of HIV still present and contaminating some European and US blood bank reserve supplies. It was further suggested that infected human HIV carriers could be cured by removing their blood, treating it electrically and returning it by methods similar to dialysis as described in US patent # 5,188,738. Dr. S. Kaali, MD, projected that "years of testing will be in order before such an in vitro (blood removed for treatment) device can be made ready for widespread use" (Longevity, Dec.1992, pg. 14.) This paper reveals an alternate "do-it-yourself" approach for electrifying/purifying blood with no dialysis, implants, or medical intervention.

In the writer's opinion both blood and lymph can be cleared in vivo (which means blood isn't removed or skin ever penetrated) simply, rapidly, and inexpensively with similar but non-invasive techniques described herein. All are fully disclosed in this paper. Also included is the proven schematic, parts lists, electrode construction and and complete instructions. Electronic and controlled electroporation approaches may well make vaccines (even if possible someday), pharmaceuticals, supplements, herbs, and diet therapies, plus other proposed remedies obsolete, even if they worked and were universally available at no cost.

In a public lecture (Oct.19,1991) the writer proposed this theoretical do-it-yourself method for accomplishing HIV, parasite, fungal, viral and pathogen 'neutralization' in vivo. Subsequently, his original modalities and protocols have been extensively peer reviewed, refined, simplified and made universally affordable (under $75 for both devices including batteries when self-made). These two simple treatments used in tandem
can potentially nullify well over 95% (and perhaps 100%) of known HIV strains residing in both blood, lymph, and other body tissue and fluids. Following is a summary of several years of offshore feedback with this noniatrogenic, do-it-yourself, simple and inexpensive experimental solution to the ever escalating AIDS dilemma. There are no known side effects since milliampere currents are much lower than those in FDA approved TENS, CES and muscle stimulators which have been in daily use for many years. Battery replacement costs are about $1.32 per month per user or about 7¢ per day for a typical 21 day 'spontaneous remission'. No doctors, pharmaceuticals, shots, diets, medications, or other intervention appears necessary.

One compact battery-powered blood clearing instrument is basically a miniature relay driven by a timer chip set to ~4 Hertz. Its 0 to 27V user adjustable biphasic output minimizes electrode site irritation. The described system delivers stimulation through normally circulating blood via electrodes placed at selected sites (such as one electrode behind ankle bone on inside of foot and another on opposite foot) over the sural, popliteal, posterior tibial, or peronal arteries where the subjects' blood vessels are accessibly close to the surface (pg. 7) or on wrist or arm. Optimum electrode positions are reliably located by feeling for strongest pulse (pg. 5.) Micro current, treatment is of such low amplitude that it creates no discomfort when used as directed and is demonstrated to have no harmful side effects on healthy blood cells or tissue. A major obstacle to this simple and obvious solution is contrived aversion and disbelief. Treating approximately 120 minutes per day for four or six weeks should in the writers opinion effectively neutralize well over 95% of any HIV and simultaneously any other electrosensitive viruses, parasites, bacteria, or fungi in blood. In heavy infections, shorter application times could prevent overloading patients with toxins. Simply treat for a greater number of days or ingest ozonized water. In time, the restored immune system plus silver colloid may handle residual problems. In the special case of diabetically impaired circulation longer treatment times may be indicated. (Refer to expanded instructions on pg. 5.) Immobilized viruses may be expelled naturally through kidneys and liver. More rapid neutralization is possible but not recommended because of potential excessive toxic elimination reactions (Herxheimer's syndrome). T-cell counts may drop initially because of lysing and subsequent scavenging by macrophages but should recover and increase after a few months. Even negative PCRs are sometimes reported.

Latent I germinating HIV reservoirs in the body’s lymph or other tissue may theoretically be neutralized with a second and separate device by the strategy of generating a very high intensity (-10 kilogauss) short duration (-10 S) magnetic pulse of ~20 joules by discharging a modified strobe light's capacitor through an applicator coil held at body points over lymph nodes, thymus, kidneys, adenoids, and other possible internal sites of latent infection (see pg. 8). By the physics of Eddy current I back emf "transformer action" (Lenz' law) the desired criteria of minimum current induced through infected tissue on the order of 100 A to 1 mA should be readily attained. Several pulses repeated at each site may insure a reliable "overkill" for successful disease neutralization. A magnetic "pulser" is very inexpensive and simple to build. Full instructions are on pg. 6…
But subjects must assume responsibility for their own health- a "heresy" in today's society where we're conditioned to look for answers only to a medical establishment that has no current knowledge remotely promising "cures" for numerous other well known fatal diseases.

These "theoretical solutions" are being disclosed under constitutional freedom of speech guarantees in spite of extensively organized hostile opposition to non-pharmaceutical or inexpensive cures. Data can be legally offered only as "theoretical" and no medical claims can be made or implied. See your health professional! Anyone at his discretion and assumed responsibility should be free to build, use (on himself) and network his "research" results. With these data an average intelligent high school student should confidently be able to assemble both theoretical blood and tissue clearing modalities in about three hours and for a total investment of around $75.00. Components are widely available. After assembling, "cures" cost about $1.50 per patient for batteries. If electronically unskilled, 'busy' or technically illiterate, call an 'Amateur Radio Supply' store (yellow pages) and find a ham radio operator, hobbyist or TV repairman or pay any kid on the block to do it for you. After 'spontaneous remissions' some users may wish to interest their doctors. But be advised that electronic cures may be vigorously suppressed or ignored because there is presently no credibility nor drug cartel profit in this inexpensive AIDS solution. Also the 1910 Rockefeller/Flexner Report attempted to discredit Electro-medicine with a conspiracy to inflate pharmaceutical profits.